
Sarah de Teliga: The Planets
Sarah de Teliga is obsessed with space and time, with vastness and 
smallness and the beautiful mystery of simply not knowing.  A 
series of paintings spanning a longish period (1992 - 2016) maps 
out the artist’s trek into the cosmos, a journey that is less about 
light years and super novas than the inexpressible. 

De Teliga’s oil-on-panel artworks are often small, intimate and 
painstakingly produced, but they each provide windows to the 
infinite in the most tantalizing way – using scale to emphasize 
finitude and endlessness, and color to play across the spectrum 
our eyes (and minds) can consume.  

In works like White Faced Darter and Grey Pug Moth, de Teliga 
creates surfaces that are thin but scumbled, with rich, layered 
levels as colored discs shim-
mers in space, still, but 
somehow moving.  If you 
peered into the atmosphere 
in Four Spotted Chaser, 
you might feel as if you’re 
either fall-ing or floating, 
as small bluish moons drift 
high above the planet’s acid 
green and purple surface. 

Small Phoenix would almost appear to be a blurry screen from a 
NASA probe, showing a moon hovering over a distant but green 
planet.  Look closer and one’s eyes drift into the eddies and cre-
vices of paint and color.

Most of Sarah de Teliga’s paintings gain their names from moth 
nomemclature –Beauty Clouded Buff, Keeled Skimmer, Buff Tip, 
Heart and Dark  –  night creatures coming at us with bizarre 
urgency, fluttering their fat wings.  They mindlessly smash their 
bodies into light bulbs, like the fanatic worshipping of a sun god, 
or penetrate the void of our yards and scratch the summer 



darkness as light catches their wings.   Moths scare us gently with 
their harmlessness. And perhaps this is what Sarah De Teliga has 
in store for us – or herself. 

As much as these paintings are about unchartered heavenly bo-
dies, they implicate some sort of evidence of the far away, the 
voyage out. But Sarah de Teliga’s planets and their satellites do 
present a sadness, what the artist sometimes calls a “mise en 
abyme,” a French phrase meaning “placed into an abyss.”  The 
“abyss” is commonly associated with the phenomena of standing 
between two mirrors and experiencing the infinity of one’s image 
receding and projecting into space. There is, however, none of that 
upfront illusionism in these works. Rather they bear witness to 
spiritual longing. When one encounters the boundlessness of the 

universe and is confronted with the limitations of humanity, of 
sight and breath, we sigh into the darkness and imagine other 
worlds. 

Sarah de Teliga asks us 
with this series and many 
of her other works that 
focus on landscape and 
water, to look into the 
maw of creation through 
the filter of nature, and 
be astounded. While the 
Planet Works focus on 
celestial (imaginary) mo-
ments, but they also indi-
cate eternity, the notion of ancient bodies in space and time that 
wait patiently for our eyes.    
               – Matthew Rose
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